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and the Secret Government Elements, Purpose and Assessment B. Common Ground of the
New

Movement & Secret Government: 15-Dimensional Physics, Universal Structure, Mental and
Manual Key/ontic
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Assessment: The Secret Government represents a manifestation of the collective Shadow
that has covertly
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Movement and Secret Government ( RE: See CHART PACK 1 -Introduction to Keylontic

and the Secret Government Shadow the emergence of understandings not yet
comprehended by the

and the Secret Government and related forces are making a valiant attempt to keep

and the Secret Government represent a conscious cognition and scientific validation of the
existence

of the Secret Government, both groups are actively utilizing the framework of Multi-
dimensional
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Denial. The Secret Government refuses to acknowledge the Light of spiritual science wisdom
and

PERSISTS. The Secret Government paradigm is built upon fear based perspectives~ lower
vibrating thought
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Covert Agendas, Secret Government and Buried Treasure. The Amenti Star Gates. 1 . Players

Dracos and Secret Government, Majestic looses control, The Amenti Star Gates, Nibiru and
the

Medical, Psychiatric and Government Communities; Star Gates, 7 Seals, DNA Activation and
reclaiming your

Remote Viewing, Secret Government Frenzy and the Armageddon Scenario: HAARP, EMP
Technologies, The Frequency
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with various world governments , The Annu-Nephedem ( AnunnakiNephite-Beli-Kudyem
hybrids from
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which the Secret Government and the Intruder ETs are using EMP, scalar and Mind

populations. The Secret Government lost control of its treaties with the Zeta races when

of the Secret Government, have reactivated the Montauk Project artificial time portals, in
July

the Intruders/ Secret Government, the entire Vortex System and the Amenti Star Gates will
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via the Secret Government, have control over 2 of the 3 Kathara Spheres. They
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present Shadow-Secret Government/Intruder Visitor agendas are not difficult to achieve, but
they

Intruders and Secret Government do not want our dormant DNA to activate, as it
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with covert human governments. Perhaps the Visitors held agendas toward human
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Nazi and Allied governments, through which they were entitled to abduction-experimentation
rights on
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and the Secret Government had come to an end. After the NDE, I was
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about the Secret Government-ET agendas and I was not at all involved with
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and the Interior Government INVESTIGATING THE UFO We shall begin this discourse with
the
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and the Interior Government Official investigation into the nature of three-dimensional
mechanicaltype UFO
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within the Earth"s governmental structures; we call these covert constructions the Interior
Government. In

constructions the Interior Government. In sightings involving this group the government will
not "

this group the government will not "own up to" its flying devices, as

globally by such government underground, including many developments concerning your
own technologies as well.

places within your governmental hierarchies. You have technologies and knowledge
presently within your culture

not expect the governments to "own up to" even their own witnessed UFOs

on the Interior Government in later writings. However, some three-dimensional mechanical
UFOs are

with your Interior Government. But not ALL of your three-dimensional UFOs fit into
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and the Interior Government There is quite often much more to the UFO than
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information, the US government does possess three-dimensionally solid wreckage from
various craft not

of the US government. Two of these originate from systems parallel to your own

of which your government is attempting to hide. There exist several hundred other vessels

by the US government alone (many more globally), but these were not the

a culture your government has been aware of since 1926 and actively involved in



you by your government and media, you will effectively render yourselves blind and
powerless

belonging to covert government operations who will maintain a policy of non-disclosure and
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and the Interior Government 2. those representing interdimensional anomalies from parallel
systems that appear

by scientific and governmental communities. Witnesses themselves frequently discount their
own perceptions as quirks
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and the Interior Government The Time Portal System, as we call it, involves a

contact with your government and are responsible for much of what you have come
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and the Interior Government this information, but rather we are hoping to give you
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and the Interior Government THE OLD ZETA AGENDA There are a large number of

desire. Your Interior Government has been working with the Zeta on some of these

orchestrated. The Interior Government itself is being tricked and used manipulatively into
facilitating the
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and the Interior Government while the health of the Zeta was suffering. The carbon-

infiltrate the human governmental systems, agreements were formed between the Zeta and
the OS,

British and German governments. The Zeta were not particularly concerned at the time with
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with the allied governments. Around this time the aforementioned Aethien (mantis-like
beings

certain elements of government in the allied forces, using the guise of human form.

global, covert Interior Government. Using their human guise they were able to offer certain

in the Interior Government still have no idea of the degree to which they
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and the Interior Government before that choice is no longer available to you. The

your visible world government leaders know very little about the workings of the Interior

of the Interior Government. Most know of its existence but they have been misinformed

secrets." The Interior Government has proposed to certain individuals within the official



government that

within the official government that great advances in power, economic strategies, and
healing modalities

in the official government are led to believe that the Interior Government and the

that the Interior Government and the Zeta are working with them and for them.

long. Your official governments are not responsible for the activities of the Interior
Government

of the Interior Government nor are they working in cooperation with them as they

are. The official governments are fast becoming "puppets" to these interior forces and

disclosure policies. Your governments presently are ignorant to the reality going on around
and

an Interior World Government may come as a surprise to many of you because
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to you through government, media and religious dogma. We cannot urge you enough to

such as Interior Government, ET life, "paranormal" phenomena or self empowerment you will
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and the Interior Government cerning the "official reality program" presently operating in your

outside authorities (government, the medical experts, the economic experts, the defense
experts, the
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your planet, your government, your "experts," and the beliefs you have accepted regarding

of the Interior Government is intended to inspire you to ask who is pulling
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and the Interior Government regularly make their presence known through light phenomena
alone. That
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and the Interior Government (not to mention your "official" government) long enough

your "official" government) long enough to stage such an event, their message and

masses. The Interior Government, Zeta and official governments have done such a good job

Zeta and official governments have done such a good job at programming the masses

structures such as government and religion. All of you have a right to know

for you, your governments do not agree with this premise. So as a collective

such abilities the governments could no longer use such tactics as fear and intimidation
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than do your governments and religious organizations who employ codes of discrimination,
elitism, secrecy
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waiting until your governments, scientists or official medical communities figure out how to
do
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collectives. The Interior Government has long allowed such experimentation to take place,
and they
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turn toward the government or authorities for answers and assistance they most often find
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(The Interior Government will resist this movement at every turn.) The most terrifying
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a part. Your governments and sciences have been manipulated into debunking and
invalidating abduction
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of your Interior Government (previously discussed), a travesty upon your species. The
humans

of the Interior Government? How many will have the courage and ability to poke

Presently your Interior Government thinks it is manipulating the Zeta (it has been

consequences. The Interior Government factions plan to continue to "cooperate" with the
Zeta,
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what the Interior Government does not want the masses to be capable of doing.

the collective world government infrastructure? You have probably been too busy with "more

be. The Interior Government has approximately 100,000 key members globally at the time of

of your official governments. 59
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understand. The Interior Government plans to use the Zeta they pretend to co-operate

within the Interior Government since the beginning of their involvement. HOLOGRAPHIC
INSERTS One type
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within your external government, scientific and religious communities that provide needed
assistance, growth opportunities



want the Interior Government or any other humans to have access to a working
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Though the Interior Government thinks the Zeta are assisting them to put in place

sources outside of government control (such as those transmitted by ET and other

assist the Interior Government in creating a docile and obedient populace. The Interior
desires
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by the Interior Government forces. We will elaborate upon this adjacent Earth system in
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official and covert governments. Philosophies that rely upon congregational following of
authorities, in which
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and the Interior Governments have also "pushed" in certain places and in certain

and the Interior government are backing a strong campaign against women. It is being
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and the Interior Government use the concept of "divide and conquer," so be
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and the Interior Government are aware of this emerging aspect of human evolutionary
development,
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of the Interior Government forces would remain, but without the advantages of power and
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restructuring in the governments on all levels, and there may be several decades of

power within their governments and begin to create the social and political changes needed
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places" within your governmental structures, these forms also exist with this fourth-
dimensional reality.

the secret Interior Government that we previously discussed in relation to your three-
dimensional

Here, the Interior Government has chosen to barter the organic resources of their planet

system the Interior Government works "behind the scenes" while a "puppet government"

a "puppet government" maintains the illusion of freedom for the people. The "

and so this governmental structure applies globally. Here the Interior Government is



particularly interested

Here the Interior Government is particularly interested in creating a human-like hybrid
mutation,
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Zeta. The Interior Government collaborated with the reptilian Dracos race to overthrow the
Zeta

more powerful Interior Government and its new Dracos allies. The Zeta had provided the

that the Interior Government needed to create the hybrid prototype species it desired. The

destroyed. The covert government and its allies are aware of the damage they have
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interior fourth-dimension government views this as a good temporary solution to their
problems.

and women the government considers to be of a "lesser" genetic heritage. Children

The "puppet government" runs a campaign of disinformation and propaganda whereby the
populace
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possesses the Interior Government and will soon be linking into the world bank and

"concerns," the government is fast to "assist" him. If "healing drugs"
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Religions? God? The government? The doctors and scientists? The bureaucracies? These are
the very
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elite within human governments in the ancient world, Christianity was robbed of the truth
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world religions and governments under a false "Common Humanity" cause. A cause which
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of human Illuminati governments. Both seek dominion of the Halls of Amenti Star Gates
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DISINFORMATION· THROUGH GOVERNMENT INFILTRATES, ET CONTACT , CHANNELING,
"ANGEL VISITS" • PHYSICAL
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LEAD HUMAN ILLUMINATI GOVERNMENT AWAY FROM DRAKONIAN CONTRACTS, TO RUN
THEIR OWN OWO AGENDA.
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TEAM, COVERT WORLD GOVERNMENTS AND MJ-12. • CONTEMPORARY TREATIES WITH
THE RIGELIAN-ZETA
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THE PARALELL EARTH GOVERNMENT, HAVE BEEN TRYING TO CONTACT THEIR PARALLEL
SELVES HERE TO
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HUMAN EXPERTS IN GOVERNMENT, RELIGION, PSYCHIATRY, MEDICINE, ETC. TO "SAVE
YOU "; THEY
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given to our government. Our government and world governments- and not all the people

our government. Our government and world governments- and not all the people in them,

government and world governments- and not all the people in them, just small collectives

collectives in the governmentshave been involved vvith a group called the Zeta Reticuli since

VvOrk in the government have been lied to too. This information isn"t stuff that

work in the government are not responsible for what has happened here. They are
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HUMAN EXPERTS IN GOVERNMENT, RELIGION, PSYCHIATRY, MEDICINE, ETC. TO "SAVE
YOU"; THEY HAVE
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"Wizards", Psychics, Governments, Politicians, Scientists, Doctors, "Experts", "Critics",
"PHDs". These
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contemporary Interior World Government Illuminati One World Order Agenda. As part of the
planned,
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Illuminati Human Interior Government, initiating the "Men in Black" phenomenon, some
assisting the
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accomplices in the government of France. A small group of Catheri escaped with COT-
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and within world governments, until the September 12th, 2000 United Resistance Alliance.
On September

AnnuMelchizedek Illuminati human governments in the 1930s-1940s, through which
"Majestic-12" and
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infiltration of Earth governments on behalf of the Zeta-Drakonian agenda, overthrowing
historically positioned

several major world governments, begin early Zeta Treaties and Majestic-12 seed group
covert

Illuminati in Allied Governments covertly assist Nazis financing. • 1940s: Hitler makes double
deals

support, assist Allied Governments in victory over Nazi regime, formalization of MJ12 World
Management
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testing, covert Interior Government contact, abductions throughout 1950s-1960s. • 1972:
Pleiadian-Nibiruian Anunnaki
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anybody: blame the government, blame the fallen angelics, blame your husband, blame your
kid,
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"Laws" of selfgovernment that are supposed to assist us in bringing the DIVINE
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rebellion against the government by trying to "cheat" on taxes, or by "
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spouse, children, employer, government, etc .... ). Once we fall into this "You
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infiltration of Earth governments on behalf of the ZetaDrakonian agenda, overthrowing
historically positioned Anunnaki

several major world governments, begin early Zeta Treaties and Majestic-12 seed group
covert

Illuminati in Allied Governments covertly assist Nazis financing. • 1940s: Hitler makes double
deals

support, assist Allied Governments in victory over Nazi regime, formalization of MJ12 World
Management
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testing, covert Interior Government contact, abductions throughout 1950s-1960s. • 1972:
Pleiadian-Nibiruian Anunnaki
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communities, work places, government and all the way through Universal structure. Or,
otherwise, the
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within several Earth governments. The Zeta agenda is discussed in earlier chapters. In
recent
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with the Allied Governments in World War II, they formed covert agreements that would

the Allied human governments at this time, to secretly oversee treaties 119
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the covert human governments, the Zetas held this secret agenda of Earth infiltration. When

offered the Allied Governments technological information that helped them win World War
II, the

the U.S. government. The experiment created a "rip in space-time," or
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The covert human government had no idea of the Zetas" real plan when they

Zetas. The Interior Government was not aware of the dire consequences that could have

day, the Interior Government does not realize that it was this event which triggered
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with the Interior Government on Earth and orchestrated the Zeta Seal and manipulations of
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within the Interior Government, and continued to secretly motivate humans to continue
helping them

to by the government as "EBE"s" - Extraterrestrial Biological Entities. They closely resemble
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with the Interior Government, the Dracos-Zeta Resistance orchestrated another experiment,
which came to
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of the Interior Government to orchestrate another experiment similar to those of the
Montauk
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TIME The Interior government will be led to believe this project is for the

of the Interior Government who may be reading this material, please heed this warning:

in the Interior Government who are foolish enough to believe these EBEs are your

is time your governments began considering these issues. If these events go unchecked,
and
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if the Interior Government changes its agreements with the Resistance forces. There is a

by the covert government) to members of the Interior Government, posing as emissaries.
They

of the Interior Government, posing as emissaries. They will offer technology and friendship.
Do

implore the Interior Government on Earth to refuse any and all dealings with these

of the Interior Government. Humans are advised to begin working with the higher-chakra

convincing the Interior Government to stop negotiations with the Dracos-Zeta Resistance
and the
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as the Interior Government refuses dealings with the Resistance, the Resistance will be
unable

will leave. Your government systems will still evolve under the influence of the human

the human Interior Government. Guardian Visitors will again attempt to make contact with
this
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within the Interior Government to ban, discredit, confuse and black out from public view,
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motivating human Interior Government to conduct the 2003 experiment. If by 2001, the
Resistance

trick the Interior Government to continue with the 2003 experiment. The shift in the

that the Interior Government continues to work with the Resistance. If a mass level,

a public or governmental level. If Guardians deem such "fly-by"" tactics necessary,
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and the Interior Government will continue to distract public attention from this issue so

of the Interior Government for this experiment to be successful) there will still be

that the Interior Government will stop the 2003 experiment so these individuals do not
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activities of their governments by raising personal consciousness and accretion levels enough
to allow
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if the Interior Government stops all cooperation with the Resistance EBEs and refuses to
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Resistance and Covert Government Dimensional Blending Experiment. The Dracos-Zeta
Resistance hopes to coerce

coerce the Interior Government to orchestrate a Dimensional Blending Experiment through
top secret military

If the Interior Government and world military organizations can be convinced to stop any
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Team Interior World Government. The "chemical seedings" known as the "Chemtrails
Phenomenon"
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New Angelic World Government"; a "Unified Humanity in the eyes of God." All
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contemporary Interior World Government Illuminati One W odd Order Agenda. As part of the
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Illuminati Human Interior Government, initiating the "Men in Black" phenomenon; some
assisting the
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accomplices in the government ofF ranee. A small group of Catheri escaped with COT-
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and within world governments, until the September 12th, 2000 UIR. On September 12, 2000,

Melchizedek Illuminati human governments, through which "Majestic-12" and the
contemporary "UFO

Page:  323

covert Interior World Government (see Voyagers f) Illuminati World Management Team is
now
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the Interior World Government, to remotely instigate WW3 among Human nations. Reducing
specific Human
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They said world governments knew since their beginning formation in the 1960s- 1980s that
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within several world governments had made covert treaties with the Drakonian Agenda
Rigelian Zeta-
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Team" covert Interior Government were mobilized into a unified organization under the
Drakonian One
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factions and Human governments. Guardian races offered protection from both Anunnaki
and Drakonian/Reptilian

and Human Interior Government controllers would willingly honor the tenets of egalitarian
freedom, non-

the covert Interior Government and World Management Team repeatedly refused Guardian
offers of assistance

Page:  346

by having Human government attentions scrutinize Hawaiian territories. The Necromiton
Fallen Angelics would be
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positions among Human government elite, agreed to participate, as did the American
Illuminati, only

positions within Human governments, the Illuminati operatives in several Allied countries
covertly funded Nazi
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within their national government communities have no idea of the Atlantian Conspiracy that
has
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covert global Interior Government sector, Zeta Rigelian races of Rigel Orion petitioned the
assistance
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and Interior World Government forces, offering them opportunity to defect from Andromie-
Rigelian and
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"worship," economic, governmental, and public social areas were repeatedly built over, and
around,
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over unsuspecting Human governments, to orchestrate the 1943 Philadelphia Experiment,
which the Zeta knew

God, Angel, ET, government or science." They are being blindly guided through their chosen
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manipulated U.S. government, is creation of the infamous "High-frequency Active Aural

and outer External Government authorities have created the HAARP installation with no
knowledge whatsoever
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calls to various governmental agencies in the U.S.A., warning of the pending
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duress that world governments are presently facing in regard to their stance on the

covertly position world government organizations for later intended physical ET invasion. As
Humanity progressively

mass populations and government officials, so that direct infiltration of world governments
and Illuminati

infiltration of world governments and Illuminati factions can begin. The Fallen Angelics hope
to
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back"" the global government "good guys" that appear to be those "fighting

by Illuminati-controlled governments of the UIR and World Management Team, will then
further

and new global governmental structures will be imposed as a condition of the "

"official world government," so Earth may be entered as a "Sovereign Global

and Illuminati puppet-governments appointed by the UIR orchestrating international
political, economic, religious and

religious, political and governmental channels, will be quietly disposed of. The UIR 7. First
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controlled traditional official government and religious organizations, and quiet "eradication"
of opposing forces.

dominion of world governments could take place so quickly within the "real world."

hijacked into a governmentally endorsed set of alternative doctrines, with which non-
compliance would

banner of political government also threatens to more fully reunite the powers of "

state," or political government, even in the U.S.A. where religious freedom is

the U.S. government needs to do is put out propaganda that any spiritual

ever action the government deems necessary to "dispose of the threat." The massacre



such scenarios of governmental religious repression could easily be orchestrated without
causing American public
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and support increased governmental covert surveillance of civilian populations as "needed
safety precautions."

the need for government imposition of general "Martial Law." If the present military
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Human and Illuminati governments chose to honor the 1930s Zeta Treaties rather than to
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the Interior World Government had chosen Emerald Covenant rather than Zeta Treaties in
the

the covert Interior Government did not accept the 1930 opportunity for a peaceful resolution
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by which Earth governments could employ "3-D" technology to prevent the catastrophic
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evidence to world governments to prove the reality of what we say, and to

destroyed by Earth governments, to prevent the pending cataclysm. If the Hethalon scenario
had

and prevent Earth governments from taking remedial measures against Wormwood.
Fortunately, the "potential
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failed through Earth government"s manual destruction of the Wormwood body, the presently
Blended PCM-
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your teachers, the government, etc .... , is required to justify their existence or
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about ET"s or government conspiracies, and a couple of key people have just like
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flowers and the government and God, and just as long as somebody tells us
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obliged" by the government to send their children, as there are no school fees.
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money that the government won"t find out about. Or whatever! I mean, some people
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anybody: blame the government, blame the fallen angelics, blame your husband, blame your
kid,
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your teachers, the government, etc., is required to justify their existence or perspectives to
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years, and the government just tries to call them mirages. Yes, they"re all hallucinating.
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long time. Our government just doesn"t realize it yeL they are starting to They
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most people, the government doesn"t like people talking about scalar wave technology
because that"s

parts of the government do know that- things like MJ-12 and World Management
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